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Introduction 

PRONTO is Vicon’s device manager tool that can be used to discover all Vicon cameras on a system. Using this standalone 
single discovery tool allows users to: 

• Discover cameras  
• Set up IP addresses: DHCP, manual, batch 
• Configure initial passwords 
• Launch camera web interface 
• Upgrade firmware, single and batch, based on firmware file or device type 
• Generate reports for all currently connected cameras, legacy Vicon cameras and other connected ONVIF devices 

 
Features and Functionality 

Starting the Application 

Auto Device Discovery 

Upon startup of the PRONTO Device Manager, the tool’s auto-discovery function generates a list of the discovered 
cameras on the network in a resource list hierarchy on the left side of the opening display page. Note: While the tool will 
discover third party ONVIF devices, advanced functions such as firmware upgrades are not supported. Above that list there 
are a variety of filtering options. On the right side of the page are tabs for Device Properties, Network Settings and 
Firmware. Each of these tabs will be explained individually in this manual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Filtering the Devices 

For some systems, the discovered camera list can be very long. Finding a specific device is made easier by using the 
filtering and search options provided on the display panel. This allows users to: 

• Filter by “All Devices,” “IP Device,” or “ONVIF Device” 
• Filter by IP range 
• Filter by text (Search) 
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Check the box next to the desired filtering method (more than one can be selected); different cameras will display in the 
resource list depending on the filter selected. Vicon cameras can display under IP cameras and/or ONVIF Device. If IP Filter 
is selected, enter the IP of the camera in the fields and click Apply. 
 

Refresh the Device List 

A “Refresh” button is available above the resource list on the page, which allows users to rediscover the devices in the 
network. Note that if a filter is applied, the refreshed list reflects the filter selected. 

 

 

 

 

Device Access Credentials 

Setting Credentials 

Credentials for each camera are used by PRONTO for accessing and authorizing cameras. Users can set and change login 
credentials, which are then used by the system to communicate with each camera. It is important to ensure that the 
correct credentials are set in the system, since these credentials allow the system to authorize the connected camera(s), 
and authorization is necessary to gather certain information and commands for the camera. The credentials are set 
individually for each camera; the default is the login for the camera. This can be changed so that they are the same for 
every camera if necessary. See the section below for Editing Credentials. The system only recognizes one set of 
credentials at a time; all other devices will be noted as Not Authorized. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click Enter Credentials. Enter the Username and Password in the popup display screen. Click Apply. 

Editing Credentials 

There may be some instances when it is necessary to update the credentials used to authorize the camera. After the 
credentials are set, the button becomes Change Credentials. To edit the credentials, click that button and enter the new 
credentials in the popup display screen. Click Apply. Note that this does not change the camera credentials but only the 
credentials the PRONTO tool uses to access the camera information and commands when necessary. 
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Note that the “Change Credentials” option is only shown if the camera is already authorized with provided credentials and 
is only used to change existing credentials of the selected device.  

Device Properties 

The simplest way to see a camera’s device properties is to select it from the resource list (check box next to the camera 
name) and click the Device Properties tab on the right side of the screen (that is the default view when the tool opens). If 
the device is authorized, it is noted on that screen with a green check on Status and all the information and options are 
displayed. If the device is not authorized, limited information displays. Follow the instructions above to set the credentials 
to authorize if needed. 

The IP address shown with the underline indicates a hyperlink that opens the native camera page. Clicking it will open the 
IP address in a browser window. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bulk Selection for Device Properties 

To change the device credentials for multiple cameras, use the Bulk Selection functionality that the PRONTO tool provides. 
Select multiple devices in the resource list. The selected devices are shown at the top right of the screen. Under that, 
similar tabs of “Device Properties,” “Network Setting,” and “Firmware” display. Select “Device Properties” and make any 
changes required. These changes will occur on all devices selected.  
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Network Settings 

The next tab on the right side of the screen is Network Settings. This section allows the selection of the IP Mode 
(DHCP/Manual) and provides the Mac address and port number. From here, the IP address, Subnet mask and Gateway 
details can be edited if required.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bulk Selection for Network Settings 

To change the network settings for multiple cameras, use the Bulk Selection functionality that the PRONTO tool provides. 
Select multiple devices in the resource list. The selected devices are shown at the top right of the screen. Under that, 
similar tabs of “Device Properties,” “Network Setting,” and “Firmware” display. Select “Network Settings” and make any 
changes required. These changes will occur on all devices selected.  
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Firmware 

The third tab on the screen is Firmware, which provides information about the firmware that is currently installed on the 
selected camera.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select a device and then select Upgrade Device to start the firmware update process. The tool recognizes the firmware 
currently on the device and, if an updated firmware is in the firmware library for the selected device(s), the tool indicates 
that an updated firmware is available both on the screen and in the resource list (see graphic below); if that firmware is 
applicable for other devices as well, that is indicated in the resource list. To install the firmware, from the Firmware tab, 
click Upgrade Device; click Apply and this latest firmware will be installed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, from this screen the user can upload and install new firmware into the tool’s firmware library. The Upload 
Firmware File allows the user to add a firmware file into the existing library. To add firmware, click the Upgrade Firmware 
File button. A dialog box opens; go to the location of the firmware. Select the firmware to add and click Open. Once 
uploaded, it is available in the library to update all relevant cameras. 
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Bulk Selection for Firmware 

To change the firmware for multiple cameras, use the Bulk Selection functionality that the PRONTO tool provides. Select 
multiple devices in the resource list. The selected devices are shown at the top right of the screen. Under that, similar tabs 
of “Device Properties,” “Network Setting,” and “Firmware” display. Select “Firmware” and make any changes required. 
These changes will occur on all devices selected.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Selecting a Single Device in Bulk Selection 

To select and see the properties of an individual camera in a bulk selection just select that camera from the bulk list. 

Firmware Library Update  

A Firmware Library is part of the PRONTO tool. Firmware can be added to this library as needed by an individual user; the 
procedure is explained in the previous section. A complete updated Firmware Library will be available on Vicon’s website 
when there have been updates to it; there will also be a Firmware Definition file available that lists the current firmware for 
Vicon cameras. Download these files to your system. 

To update the entire firmware library on your system, go to the Firmware page. Make sure no cameras are checked in the 
resource list; the Update Entire FW Library and Update FW Definition File buttons display. Click to upload them to the 
system.  
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An option displays to select the folder with the firmware library or a zipped firmware library folder; both options will 
update/replace the library files in the system; the old library is backed up in the Installation folder so it can be manually 
restored if the need arises. Note that these files should be used to upload the entire library and not to upload one or a few 
files; if that is done then only those new files will be in the library. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSV Export  

All discovered devices listed in the tool can be exported into a CSV file if needed. Check the camera(s) that a report is 
needed for. If devices have different passwords, additional reports can be run with all sets of valid credentials in order to 
get the most complete data. Click the Export button in the top right corner of the screen (next to Help) to generate a 
report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Help File  

There is a Help button in the top right corner of the screen (next to Export). Click Export to download a copy of this 
document. 
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